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Abstract
The design of chemical-based products and functional materials is vital to
modern technologies, yet remains expensive and slow. Artificial intelligence and
machine learning offer new approaches to leverage data to overcome these challenges. This review focuses on recent applications of Bayesian optimization (BO)
to chemical products and materials including molecular design, drug discovery,
molecular modeling, electrolyte design, and additive manufacturing. Numerous
examples show how BO often requires an order of magnitude fewer experiments
than Edisonian search. The essential equations for BO are introduced in a selfcontained primer specifically written for chemical engineers and others new to
the area. Finally, the review discusses four current research directions for BO
and their relevance to product and materials design.
Keywords: Bayesian optimization, machine learning, molecular design,
product design, additive manufacturing, smart manufacturing

Why is materials and product design optimization so challenging?
Chemical-based products and materials with specific functionalities are ubiquitous in modern society and essential for many new technologies.[1, 2] Examples include coatings, fertilizers, food additives[3], medicines, engineered
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gene sequences[4], and functional devices[5, 6]. Yet the design of chemicalbased products and functional materials remains challenging. Often the design
space is vast; for example, there are approximately 1023 drug-like molecules,
of which only 108 have been synthesized.[7] Moreover, chemical products and
functional materials cannot be designed in isolation; instead, multi-scale and
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multi-disciplinary design frameworks must account for technical, economic, social, and environmental factors across manufacturing, use, and end-of-life.[1]
For example, engineering new functional materials (e.g., membranes) to enable
enhanced separations (e.g., water treatment, CO2 capture) should consider how
the new material will be integrated into devices, systems, and infrastructures.[8]
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In computer-aided molecular design (CAMD), mathematical optimization is
used to efficiently search through the vast molecular and materials design spaces
to resolve (some) multiscale trade-offs.[9, 6] Historically, the success of CAMD
has been limited by the predictive accuracy of physical property models. Recently developed machine/deep learning methods have shown great promise for
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predicting physical properties from data and are expected to revolutionize the
computational design of chemical products and functional materials.[10]

What is Bayesian Optimization (BO)?
Bayesian optimization (BO) is a family of surrogate-assisted/derivative-free
optimization algorithms that use Bayesian probability theory to explicitly bal25

ance trade-offs between exploitation and exploration.[11] BO has two core components: a computationally inexpensive stochastic surrogate model that emulates expensive computational or physical experiments and an acquisition function to determine the optimal sequence of future experiments. [12] BO is typically deployed in a feedback loop with experiments using the following general
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steps:
1. Identify the objective function(s) and decision variables (with bounds).
2. A space-filling design (e.g., Latin hypercube sample) is generated and
experiments are performed.
2

3. The surrogate model is (re)trained using available experimental data.
35

4. Using the surrogate model, the acquisition function is maximized to recommend the next experiment(s).
5. Experiment(s) are performed and added to the training data.
6. If the goal has not been attained and the experimental budget has not
been exhausted, GOTO step 3.
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Gaussian Process Regression Surrogate Models
The goal of BO is to maximize f (·), an unknown function, using a probabilistic surrogate model.[13] Below we summarize Gaussian Processes (GP),
which are the most popular surrogate models for BO, following the notation of
[14]; also see [15] for an excellent introduction to GPs.
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Let D = {(xi , yi ), |xi ∈ Rp , yi ∈ R, i ∈ 1, . . . , n} be a collection of n samples, where the vector xi represents input variables (features) correspond to the
observation yi . For convenience, we denote the data D = (X, y) using matrix
X = (x1 , . . . , xn ) ∈ Rn×p and vector y = (y1 , . . . , yn ) ∈ Rn . We assume yi
includes measurement error that is normally distributed with zero mean and
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variance σ 2 . Mathematically, yi = f (xi ) + ε and ε ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) where f (·) is an
unknown function.
A Gaussian Process can be thought of as a collection of normally distributed
random variables that emulates the behavior of f (·) + ε:
f ∼ GP(m(x | θ), k(x, x0 | θ))

x, x0 ∈ Rp

(1)

Here m(x | θ) is the mean function; although often set to zero for computer
science applications (e.g., pattern recognition), the mean function is a natural
way to incorporate physical relationships into the GP model. k(x, x0 | θ) is the
55

covariance or kernel function. θ are the hyperparameters, which are coefficients
used to define the mean and kernel functions. Eq. (2) defines three popular
kernel functions and their hyperparameters: Matérn (kM ), squared exponential
(kSE ), and rational quadratic (kRQ ).[11] In Eq. (2a), ν = 5/2 and ν = 3/2 are
the two most popular Matérn kernels and Kν is a modified Bessel function.[16]
3
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Often, ` ∈ Rp is the length-scale for the features x. Training hyperparameter `
gives insights into the most important dimensions of x and is known as automatic relevance determination. Alternatively, ` may be treated as a scalar, i.e.,
the same for each dimension of x, to reduce the number of hyperparameters.
Likewise, σ 2 , the observation error variance, may be inferred from data as a
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hyperparameter. Alternatively, σ 2 may be fixed a priori by the modeler using
knowledge of the experiments, e.g., quantified random error of the experimental
apparatus.
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(2b)

(2c)

Given training data (X, y) and values of the hyperparameters θ and optionally the assumed observation error σ 2 , one desires to predict f∗ at new input
values X∗ . The key mathematical property of a GP is that the outputs y and
f∗ follow a multivariate normal (Gaussian) distribution:



 

y
m(X | θ)
K(X, X | θ) + σ 2 I K (X, X∗ | θ)

 ∼ N 
,

f∗
m(X∗ | θ)
K (X∗ , X | θ)
K (X∗ , X∗ | θ)
(3)
Here K(·, · | θ) denotes the kernel matrix, which is the kernel function k
evaluated elementwise.[14] Exploiting analytical properties of the multivariate
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normal distribution (see [14, 15] for details) gives the following expected value
(mean) and (co)variance for the prediction f∗ corresponding to the new input
matrix X∗ :

4

µ∗ (X∗ | θ) = E(f∗ )

−1
= m(X∗ | θ) + K (X∗ , X | θ) K(X, X | θ) + σ 2 I
(y − m(X | θ))
(4a)
Σ∗ (X∗ | θ) = V(f∗ )

−1
K (X, X∗ | θ)
= K (X∗ , X∗ | θ) − K (X∗ , X | θ) K(X, X | θ) + σ 2 I
(4b)
For matrix input X∗ , we denote the posterior prediction mean as vector µ∗ (X∗ )
and (co)variance as matrix Σ∗ (X∗ ); similarly, for vector input x∗ , we denote
75

the outputs as scalars µ∗ (x∗ ) and σ∗2 (x∗ ), respectively.
Most importantly, GP models by construction quantify prediction uncertainty via Eq. (4b). Furthermore, GPs are non-parametric regression models
which means the training data (X, y) are directly embedded into the model.
As consequence, a GP model interpolates between the training data and the
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kernel function describes the prediction uncertainty as a function of distance
(for stationary models) from the training data.
GP Training via Hyperparameter Optimization
The GP hyperparameters θ may be chosen based on the modeler’s intuition,
e.g., σ corresponds to the random error of an experiment. In fact, Eq. (4) can
be used to make predictions with any valid values of θ, e.g., ` > 0, K is positive
semi definite, see [15] for details. Often maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)
is performed to infer the hyperparameters θ from the data X and y:
1
1
n
−1
log p(y | X, θ) = − yT K(X, X | θ) y − ln |K(X, X | θ)| − ln 2π
2
2
2

(5)

In Eq. (5), p(y | X, θ) is the GP likelihood function. In MLE, the log of
the likelihood function is maximized by searching over θ using derivative-based
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nonlinear programming algorithms. This is a nonconvex optimization problem
that often exhibits many local maxima; multi-start initialization is strongly
recommended. Alternatively, a leave-one-out cross-validation objective may be
used for hyperparameter tuning. See Chapter 5 of [14] for additional details.
5

Acquisition Functions Balance Exploitation and Exploration
90

The main task for the acquisition function (AF) is to find the optimal next
experimental conditions x̄ by balancing the trade-off between exploitation and
exploration.[12] When the AF favors for exploitation, it suggests x̄ near the
current best-known decision x+ to maximize f (x̄); conversely, when the AF
favors exploration, it recommends decisions with high prediction uncertainty.
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Expected Improvement (EI) is the most popular AF for materials and product
design BO, and is defined as the expected value of max(f (x̄)−f (x+ ), 0). When
using a GP surrogate model for f (·), EI is analytically calculated as follows[16]:





x+ − ζ Φ(z) + σ∗ (x̄)φ(z),

 |µ∗ (x̄) − f {z
} | {z }
EI(x̄) =
exploration
exploitation



0, otherwise

z(x̄) =




µ∗ (x̄)−f (x+ )−ζ
,
σ∗ (x̄)



0,

σ∗ (x̄) > 0

σ∗ (x̄) > 0

(6a)

(6b)

otherwise

Here Φ(z) and ψ(z) are the cumulative and probability density functions for
the standard normal distribution, respectively, f (x+ ) is the largest measured
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value, i.e., x+ = argmax(f (x1 ), ..., f (xn )), and ζ is an adjustable parameter.
For large values of ζ, Eq. (6) favors exploration by placing less importance on
the posterior prediction mean µ∗ (x̄) and thus increasing the relative importance
of σ∗ (x̄). Conversely, smaller values of ζ favor exploitation. Figure 1 shows BO
applied to a test function using EI with ζ = 0 (no bias towards exploration).
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Extension to other surrogate models and acquisition functions
As previously discussed, GP models are non-parametric and include the
training data (X, y). Unfortunately, the matrix inversions in Eq. (4), which are
often computed via Cholesky decomposition, are too computationally expensive
with more than 10,000 observations without deploying specialized modeling and
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numerical techniques (see Chapter 8 in [14]). Recent work focuses on adapting
BO to deep learning models better suited for large datasets.[17, 18] Other AFs
6

include portfolio allocation, entropy-based acquisition function, knowledge gradient, and mean objective cost of uncertainty.[16] The general idea of balancing
the trade-off between exploitation and exploration is universal across AFs, al115

though the relative performance is problem specific. Many practitioners start
with EI and then explore other AFs as they develop BO frameworks for new
applications.

7

Figure 1: Bayesian optimization illustrative example. BO with EI is applied to the test
problem f (x) = 0.0015x5 − 0.055x4 + 0.65x3 − 2.8x2 + 3.0x + 6.3 using a Squared Exponential
kernel (kSE ) with hyperparameter θSE = 1 and σ = 10−3 . The left column shows the
GP prediction mean (black line) and 95% prediction intervals (grey regions), the unknown
function f (x) (red dashed line), and available training data for each iteration (red dots).
The right column shows the recommend optimal sample (blue star) which maximizes the
EI acquisition function (green line). Iteration 1: We randomly select 4 values of x on the
interval 0 ≤ x ≤ 10, sample the unknown function f (x) with N (0, σ 2 ) observation error, and
construct the GP model with the fixed hyperparameter values. We find x̄1 = 9.0 maximizes
EI. Iteration 2: We query f (x̄1 ) and add the observation error, update the GP model
to incorporate these new data, and find x̄2 = 8.7 maximizes the EI. (For simplicity, we
keep the hyperparameters fixed.) Iteration 3: After sampling f (x̄2 ) and updating the GP
model, we find x̄3 = 1.3. Iteration 4: We sample f (x̄3 ), retrain the GP model, and find
x̄4 = 8.7 Summary: Through this example, we show BO can efficiently sample the unknown
function f (x) near its two local maxima at x = 1.3 and x = 8.7 by balancing exploitation and
exploration. By comparing iterations 1 to 4,8we see the prediction intervals (grey regions)
shrink as more observations are added to the GP surrogate model.

How can BO accelerate materials and product design?
Traditional materials and product design harmonize empirical data, scien120

tific intuition, and computational methods that describe the behavior of matter at the atomistic and (macro)molecular [19] to iteratively discover materials
that enable new products. Although successful, these methods rely on expensive and slow computational and physical experiments. Moreover, it is difficult
for human-driven scientific intuition to navigate trade-offs in high-dimensional
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design spaces. BO-driven inverse design frameworks systematically guide prevailing Edisonian workflows with artificial intelligence to accelerate molecular,
materials, and product innovations.[20] The previously described 6-step general
BO workflow is easily adapted to the inverse design of new molecules, materials,
or products with one or more tailored physical properties by optimizing physical
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or computational experiments.
Molecular design and discovery
Artificial Intelligence (AI) offers new paradigms to systematically design
and discover (macro)molecules with specific properties and functionality.[10]
For example, generative machine learning models including generative adver-
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sarial networks (GAN), reinforcement learning (RL), recurrent neural networks
(RNN), and variational autoencoders (VAE) are commonly used to propose
new molecular structures.[10] For brevity, we focus this review on variational
autoencoder-based Bayesian optimization (VAE-BO), which was first proposed
by Gómez-Bombarelli et al. [21]. VAE models were first proposed by Kingma
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et al.[22] and have two main components. The VAE encoder is an RNN or a
similar deep learning model that converts string-like molecular representations
(e.g., SMILES strings) into a low to medium-dimensional vector in continuous
latent space. Similarly, the VAE decoder converts a vector in the latent space
into a string-like molecular structure. BO is then performed in the continuous
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latent space. Unfortunately, many points in latent space do not map to valid
molecular structures. To overcome this challenge, Griffiths et al. [23] proposed

9

a constrained BO approach that uses an additional surrogate model to predict
the probability that each point in latent space corresponds to a valid molecule.
Table 1 highlights diverse applications of VAE and BO for materials de150

sign including proteins[4], ligands (binding sites)[24], drug discovery[21, 23, 25],
and light-absorbing organic molecules[26]. Moreover, Table 1 highlights how BO
has been integrated with atomistic or (macro)molecular physics-based models to
further accelerate materials design. For example, Tamura et al.[27] used BO to
estimate spin-spin interactions using magnetization curve synthesized by experi-
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mental data, successfully selecting relevant terms of interactions from redundant
candidates with high accuracy. Ju et al.[28] integrate atomistic Green’s function
and BO to maximize and minimize interfacial thermal conductance; they ultimately identify a non-intuitive optimal structure with 50% improvement. Yan
et al.[29] integrate high throughput calculations with BO to discover atomistic
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SiGe alloy configurations with extremely low thermal conductivity. Sestito et al.
[30] use multiobjective Bayesian optimization to calibrate molecular dynamics
force fields for polycaprolactone.
Smart and additive manufacturing
Under the emerging smart manufacturing paradigm, intelligent systems and
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robotics are augmenting the synthesis and fabrication of new materials.[31] Additive manufacturing refers to layer-upon-layer fabrication processes controlled
by an intelligent system such as a computer-aided design (CAD) model [32]
and enables the creation of new multi-functional materials that cannot be manufactured via conventional methods.[33] However, optimizing smart and addi-
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tive manufacturing processes is challenging because these systems are often too
complex to describe with physics-based computational models. This is especially true for human-in-the-loop cyber-physical systems. BO enables automated learning and self-optimization to address this challenge.
BO improves smart and additive manufacturing systems, often an order of
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magnitude fewer experiments (less data) than trial-and-error Edisonian search.[13]
Many of these applications integrate BO with new additive manufacturing and
10

Ref.

Application

Finding

Method

[21]

Drug-like molecu-

Seminal paper demonstrating VAE autoencoder with

VAE-BO

lar design

low reconstruction error rates (i.e., generates few invalid
molecules) and proof-of-concept BO in molecular latent
space.

[23]

Drug-like molecu-

Seminal paper demonstrating constrained BO to re-

VAE-

lar design

duce the number of invalid generated molecules in VAE

CBO

model.
[25]

Drug-like molecu-

A concrete example to illustrate the effectiveness of BO

lar design

in complex multi-optimal drug-design problems compar-

BO

ing with random search and greedy search.
[4]

Protein

sequence

design

Proposes VAE framework to capture complex protein

VAE-BO

sequence-function relationships and applies BO to identify mutations that optimize specific protein functions.

[26]

Organic

light-

Demonstrates VAE-BO framework trained on simple

absorbing molecu-

molecular structures can generate complex molecular

lar design

structures.

[24]

Ligand design

VAE-BO identifies sub-regions of the ligand design space

[27]

Magnetic material

Leverages BO to calibrate spin-spin interactions in

modeling

molecular models using experimental data.

SiGe

Use BO to identify a non-intuitive optimal structure for

VAE-BO

VAE-BO

with improved binding sites.

[28]

composite

design

BO

BO

Si-Si and Si-Ge composite which delivers 50% improved
thermal conductive compared to the state-of-the-art.

[29]

SiGe
design

composite

BO identifies new layers structures to minimize the ther-

BO

mal conductivity of SiGe alloys.

Table 1: Recent applications of BO in molecular modeling and design.

high throughput characterization capabilities to optimize the formulation of
chemical products and materials. For example, Nakano et al.[5] optimized Li,
Ca, Y, and Zr composition in solid electrolytes to maximize Li-ion conductiv180

ity. They show BO with only 40 observations outperforms high throughput
trial-and-error search with 169 observations. Lookman et al.[34] applied BO
to minimize the thermal dissipation of shape memory alloys by optimizing the
composition (Ni, Cu, Pd, Fe, Ti). Despite the vast search space with 800,000
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possible alloy compositions, they discovered a novel alloy with 42% improvement
185

in only 9 iterations (with 4 alloy samples per iteration). Gongora et al.[35] developed the Bayesian experimental autonomous researcher (BEAR) and also
demonstrate a 60-fold reduction in the number of experiments to optimize additive manufacturing structures versus grid search. In addition to the aforementioned literature, Table 2 summarizes the wide application of BO to optimizing
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materials[36, 5], alloys[37, 34], and additive manufacturing processes[35, 38].
Ref.

Application

Finding

Decision

[36]

High performance concrete

Demonstrates inverse design by optimizing

Quantity

formulation

7 variables and shows the predictions agree

cement,

with physicochemical measurements.

ter,

Variables
of
wa-

fly ash,

etc.
[5]

[37]

Solid electrolyte design

Mesoporous alloy design

BO only requires 40 experiments to maxi-

Composition

mize Li-ion conductivity compared to 169

of Li, Ca, Y,

with trial-and-error search.

Zr

BO only required 47 experiments to opti-

Composition

mize catalytic activity.

of

BO identifies novel alloy by efficiently

Ratio of Ni,

searching over 800,000 possible composi-

Cu, Pd, Fe

AcCl4 ,

PtCl4 , PdCl4
[34]

NiTi alloy design

tions using only 36 experiments.
[35]

Additive manufacturing

5 out of 100 mechanical structures de-

Number

signed by BO outperformed 1,800 designs

of

generated via grid search.

columns,

hollow

outer radius,
thickness,
twist angle
[38]

Multi-material

additive

VAE-BO successfully optimizes macro-

Representative

manufacturing for compos-

scopic elastic moduli in lattice structured

volume

ite solids

composite material.

ment
eled
VAE)

Table 2: Recent applications of BO in smart and additive manufacturing.
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What are the current challenges and future opportunities?
Leveraging complex data
Experiments are often expensive and involve multiple data sources with complex uncertainty structures; multi-fidelity BO is an emerging technique to sys195

tematically fuse data from multiple physical or computational experiments.[16]
The general idea is to use inexpensive but less accurate models for initial exploration and transition to higher-fidelity experiments to refine the search. This is
done by leveraging the correlation between low and high-fidelity experiments.
For example, Herbol et al.[39] recently proposed a BO framework to fuse data
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from multiple experiments using the Pearson correlation coefficient. Another
challenge is heteroscedastic uncertainty structures. Recall we previously assumed observations each observation is corrupted by εi ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) measurement error. We assumed this error was homoscedastic, i.e., it has constant (but
perhaps unknown) variance σ 2 . Griffiths et al.[40] discuss the benefits of using
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heteroscedastic uncertainty for BO.
BO with discrete decisions
Many materials and manufacturing optimization problems involve both discrete and continuous decisions. However, a vast majority of BO frameworks
only support continuous decision variables. Maximizing acquisition functions in
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a nonconvex bounded continuous optimization problem is already challenging
due to the presence of local optima. Extending BO to include discrete decisions yields a nonconvex mixed-integer nonlinear optimization problem which
is especially difficult to solve numerically. As a workaround, discrete decisions
are relaxed to continuous variables, the BO optimization problem is numeri-
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cally solved, and rounding is applied.[41] Although simple to implement, it is
well known that rounding can yield sub-optimal results. Alternatively, Zhang
et al.[42] proposed a latent-variable Gaussian process (LVGP) to map discrete
decisions into numerical latent space in GP; Ru et al.[43] designed a novel kernel
structure that incorporates both decisions in GP. They showed improved pre-
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diction accuracy with fewer iterations. In this regard, VAE models transform
13

discrete decisions for molecular design into a continuous latent space; unfortunately, these continuous latent spaces, especially if high dimensional, often
contain many local optima[44]. To address this, Eriksson et al.[45] propose to
replace the global surrogate model with multiple local surrogate models to more
225

efficiently discover global optimal solutions.
Batch experiment optimization
Often data is collected in parallel through high throughput screening (e.g.,
deposition of films with continuous concentration gradients) or high-performance
computing. This requires BO to recommend the next experiments in batches.[46]
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One common approach considers a batch of GP posteriors. For example, Joy
et al.[47] train an ensemble of GP models with different kernels and hyperparameters and maximize the acquisition function for each GP model separately
to assemble BO batches. Similarly, Snoek et al.[48] and Ginsbourger et al.[49]
consider a batch of posteriors as a proxy to fit the acquisition function in multi-
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dimensions that delivered BO batches. Alternatively, González et al.[50] assemble batches from multiple local maxima of the acquisition function.
Open-source software platforms
Special care is required when choosing a BO software platform for molecular design, material discovery, or manufacturing optimization. For example,
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COMBO[51], one of the first open-source BO platforms, has not been actively
developed for almost three years. Similarly, pyGPGO[52] was last updated
about two years ago. The three packages most actively developed at the time
of writing are ChemOS[53], BoTorch[54], and pyOpt[55]. BO is a rapidly evolving methodology with new surrogate models and acquisition functions proposed
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each year, and unfortunately, no single BO software platform implements every
innovation. We recommend practitioners compare the features, documentation,
and tutorials for a handful of BO software platforms before starting each new
project. We also recommend new BO users consult the excellent hyperparameter tuning study by Cowen-Rivers et al.[56]

14
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Outlook
In this review, we highlight the recent success of BO applied to the diverse
application in products and material design including additive manufacturing.
Many of the examples demonstrate how BO requires orders of magnitude few
experiments (physical or computational) than Edisonian search. Based on these
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results, we anticipate BO will continue to grow in popularity, especially for product and materials applications that are challenging to model from first principles.
Nevertheless, there is a need (and opportunity) to systematically benchmark BO
against other emerging machine learning architectures for molecular design [57]
and similar applications.
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